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Abstract 
In this paper we provide a diagrammatic representation of the entire gamut of 
generalised inverses (inner as well as outer) of a matrix. The S-diagram so constructed 
along with the ladder, an additional tool we introduce, allows us to make a deeper study 
of the equivalence relation as defined on inner inverses vis-a-vis the duality relation 
between inner and outer inverses. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
The object of this paper is to provide a diagrammatic representation f the 
entire range of generalised inverses (inner as well as outer inverses) of a specific 
matrix A0. 
Let ~-,,×n denote the vector space spanned by matrices of order m x n de- 
fined on a field ~.  Matrices are denoted by capital etters and (column) vectors 
by lower case letters. The only exceptions to this rule are in Tables 1-3. Here 
the matrices are indicated by serial numbers and serial Greek letters. This 
however does not create any confusion. For a matrix A e ~,m×n, A' denotes its 
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transpose and p(A), ~(A)  and Jt/(A), respectively its rank, column space and 
null space (kernel). A g-inverse (inner inverse) A- is a matrix X satisfying the 
equation AXA = A, while the outer inverse A = satisfies the equation XAX = X. 
A reflexive g-inverse A~- is defined by the condition 
{A-j} = {A-} n {A=). 
Matrices A and B in ~-m×. are said to be disjoint if their column spans have 
only the null vector in common and so also are the row spans. The sum of 
disjoint matrices A and B is indicated by A ~ B. 
Consider A0 E 3 ~'m×", and a specified Go E {(A0)~}. Recall that for a pair of 
g-inverses (GI,G2), Gi E {Aft},/= 1,2, Gt is said to be equivalent to (;2 (in 
symbols, Gl ~ G2) if 
AoG1 =AoG2, GjAo = G2Ao [1]. (1.1) 
If GI ..~ G2, GIAoG1 = G2AoG2 is the unique reflexive g-inverse of A0 belonging 
to the same equivalence class as that of G1 or G2. 
The minus partial order introduced by Hartwig [2] and independently by 
Nambooripad [3] plays a key role in the diagrammatic presentation of the inner 
and outer inverses. Accordingly for a pair of matrices A,B E ~m×, we write 
A <- B, if for some choice of an inner inverse A- of A, 
(B -A)A-=0,  A-(B-A)=0. 
Equivalent conditions for A <-  B are described in Lemma 1.1. 
Lemma 1.1. The following statements are equivalent: 
A<-B ,  (1.2) 
B = A .  (B - A), (1.3) 
p(B) = p(a) + p(a - A), (1.4) 
A and B - A are parallel summable and 
P(A, B -A )  = P(B -A ,A)  = 0, (1.5) 
where P(A,B)=A(A + B)-B is the parallel sum of A and B, and parallel 
summability of A and B stipulates that P(A,B) be invariant under the choice of 
the g-inverse. 
Proof. Refer to Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 in Ref. [4] [] 
Consider now the equivalence class to which Go as a g-inverse of Ao belongs 
(in symbols Eq(GolAo)). Consider further its dual Eq(AolGo) noting that here 
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Ao is treated as a g-inverse of Go. We shall now prove the following Lemma 
1.2. 
Lemma 1.2. I f  Go E {(Ao)~-} and GI E Eq(GolAo) then 
Go <-  G1, (1.6) 
or, in other words 
Go = inf G. 
GEEq(GoMo) 
Proof. Since G1 .~ Go from the definition of equivalence as given in Eq. (1.1) it 
follows that 
(G, - Go)Ao = O, ao(G, - Go) = 0. (1.7) 
One has to merely note that 
Go E {(Ao)~-} ~ A0 E {(Go);} (1.8) 
before claiming that Eq. (1.7) coincides with the definition of minus partial 
order (Go <-  G1) given earlier. 
Since this is true for each Gl E Eq(GoiAo) we conclude that 
Go = inf G. [] 
GE Eq( GolAo )
Lemma 1.3. f f  Go E {(A0)r} and Gt E Eq(Go]Ao) then 
Gt - Go = (I - Go Ao)U( I  - Ao Go) for  some U. (1.9) 
Proof. 
Ao(GI - Go) = 0 ¢=* JI(G1 - Go) C A:(Ao) = ~/( I  - GoAo). 
Similarly, 
(G, - Go)Ao = 0 ¢=~ d.t[(G, - Go)'] C ./V'(A~) = ~¢(I - G~.4~). 
Combining these observations we get 
G1 - Go = (I - GoAo)U(I - AoGo), for some U 
¢=* (Gi -- Go)Ao = O, Ao(G1 - Go) = 0 ¢=~ Go <-  G1. [] 
The remainder of the paper is addressed to those readers on whom the 
message communicated through a diagram has a greater impact han the same 
communicated verbally. The S-diagram we propose in this paper is the result of 
an ambitious project to represent diagrammatically the entire gamut of gen- 
eralized inverses (inner as well as outer inverses) of a specified matrix A0. 
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To simplify matters, we restrict ourselves to representing a single equiva- 
lence class Eq(G0]A0), namely the one containing a specific reflexive g-inverse 
Go of A0. Any other equivalence class Eq(G0[Ao) does not overlap with 
Eq(G0]A0) and in any case involves translating the (i, j)th entry of each member 
of Eq(Go[A0) by an amount equal to the (i,j)th entry of (Go - Go). 
In the diagram shown under Fig. l(a), the g-inverses are indicated by small 
circles. For a pair of circles connected by broken lines, the one (g-inverse) at the 
lower level is to be interpreted as being dominated by the other at the higher 
level, under the minus partial order. Naturally Go, the most dominated of them 
all, will appear on the base line. 
We now enquire "What happens below the base line?" Let X <- Go. What 
can be said about X? The following lemma provides the answer. 
Lemma 1.4. Let X <- Go. Then X is an outer inverse of Ao, in symbols 
X E {(A0)=}. (1.10) 
Proof. Since X <-  Go, in view of Lemma 1.1 we conclude 
P(X, Go - X) = P( Go - X,X) = 0. ( l . l l )  
This can be rewritten using the explicit formula for P(A, B) given in Lemma 1.1. 
We have thus 
XAo(Go - X )  = (Go - X )AoX = 0 
Go 6 {(`4o)i} in turn, implies that 
6~0Go = [X + (Go - X)]`4o[X + (60 - X)] 
= XAoX + (Go - X)`4o(Go - X )  
= Go =X + (Go -X) .  
The disjointedness of the two components X and (Go -X)  as would follow 
from Eq. (1.2) leads us to the conclusion 
XAoX =X,  (Go -X)Ao(Go -X)  = Go -X  
that is both Xand (Go -X)  belong to {,40}. [] 
Now we return to a remark we had made earlier that if Go is a reflexive 
g-inverse of,40 and X <- Go, then X is an outer inverse of,40. See Lemma 1.4. 
This result is true without any further condition. On the other hand, if 
Go <- Y (1.12) 
then this does not suffice for us to claim that Y is an inner inverse of Ao, without 
further conditions being imposed. One such extra condition which ensures nice 
behaviour in Y is given by, 
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Rank r+2 
Rank r ~" (~ " 
INNER INVERSES 
A~ in the same 
equivalence class as 
G 2 of rank r+2, A2=Ao+ 
(I-AoGo)(G2-Go), (l-GoAo) 
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Fig. l(a). Diagrammatic presentation of a single equivalence class of inner inverses. 
INNER INVERSES 
A~ in the same 
equivalence class  
G: of rank r+2, A2=A~+ 
(I-AeGo)(G2-Go). (l-GoAo) 
\Oo  . . . . . . . .  -- 
" " ""~-I OI ~ INNER INVERSES 
Rank r-2 I~"  I--I ~ A; in the same equivalence 
class as O, of rank r-I 
a~=AoO~Ao 
0 
Fig. l(b). The S-diagram. 
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Fig. l(c). Inverses ofAo = I defined on GF(2). 
0 
Y <-  G (1.13) 
for some G E Eq(G01A0). Note that the condition (1.12) by itself does not imply 
that Y E {A o }. We shall now prove the following lemma. 
Lennna 1.5. Let G and G belong to the equivalence class Eq(GolAo), and G <- G. 
ThenO<-Y<-G :o YEEq(GolAo). 
Proof. By transitivity of the partial order, Go <-  G and t7 <-  Y imply that 
Go <-  Y. Using Lemma 1.1, this in turn implies, 
Y = Go • (Y - Go). (1.14) 
Further from Y <- G, it is seen that 
G= r(9 (G-  r). (1.15) 
Substituting for Yas in Eq. (1.14), we get 
d= Go(9(Y-6o)  (9 (d -  r). 
Since G E Eq(GdAo) by Lemma 1.3 it follows that for some/.) 
d = Co + 6 r - CoAo)O(1 -AoGo). 
Subtracting Go from both sides, we have 
( I  - GoAo)O(1  - AoGo) : (Y  - Go) (9 (# - Y).  
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Therefore (Y - Go) <- (I - GoAo)U(I -.4oGo). This shows that (Y - Go) must 
be of the type (I - GoAo)Z(I -AoGo) for some Z. Thus, if Go <- Y <- G, then 
Y E Eq(GolA0). In particular, any Y which is larger than G in the minus 
partial order and less than G in the minus partial order, would belong to the 
same equivalence class. [] 
In describing the complete picture for Fig. l(a) it is helpful to introduce the 
notion of a ladder. To build the ladder, we first choose and fix G1 6 Eq(G01A0) 
such that p(Gt) = p(Go) + 1 = p(Ao) + 1. We seek a matrix `41 6 Eq(`40lG0) 
such that 
At E {(Gt)-)}. (1.16) 
The following theorem describes the general solution for such a matrix .4~. 
Theorem 1.1. The general solution for a matrix .41 in Eq(AoIGo) satisfying 
Eq. (1.16) is given by 
At = Ao + (I -AoGo)(Gt - Go)-) (I - GoA0), (1.17) 
where (G1 - Go)-) is an arbitrary reflexive g-inverse of ( Gt - Go). 
Proof. Since At E Eq(A0lG0), clearly At is of the form 
At = Ao + ( I -  AoGo)V( I -  GoAo) (1.18) 
for some V ~ ~r,~×,. Condition (1.16) is equivalent to requiring 
AiGtAt =A1, GtAtGt = Gt. Multiplying Eq. (1.17) on both sides by Gt, we 
should therefore have 
Gt = GtA~Gt --- G1AoGt + Gt ( I -  AoGo)V(I - GoA0)G1. (1.19) 
Since G1 E Eq (GoMo) ~ GtAoGi = GtAoGo = GoAoGt = Go, Eq. (1.16) 
simplifies to 
Gt = Go + (GI - Go)V(Gt  - Go), (1.20) 
GI - Go  m_ (G  l - Go)V(G I - Go ) ~ V E {(G I - Go) -  } 
v = (G, - Go)-) + W, (1.21) 
where W( GI - Go) = O, ( Gt - Go)W = 0 and (GI - Go)-) is an arbitrary re- 
flexive g-inverse of (GI - Go). 
To  fix W, we make use of the other condition 
AtGtAI =At,  
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which we have not used so far. Note that 
since 
= (~0A0, ]~'r(G1 - Go) = 0, (al - G0)W ~-- 0. 
Al = A1GIA1 
- [Ao + ( I -  AoGo)V( I  - GoAo)]G, [Ao + (I -AoGo)V( I  - GoAo)] 
= AoGIAo + (1 - AoGo) V(GI - Go) V( I  - GoAo) 
---Ao + ( I -  AoGo)(Gl - Go)-~ (I - GoAo), 
V(G, - Go)V = [(G~ - Go); + W](G, - G0)[(G~ - Go); + W], and GiAo 
[] 
Further probing upwards will result in a sequence of pairs (G~,A~) 
i = 1,... min(m - r, n - r) with both coordinates increasing in the minus order 
and Gi E {(A~)~-}. We have now completed the ladder. 
Let us now keep on probing below the base line until we hit some member XI 
of the first layer of outer inverses below the level of Go. The outer inverses are 
marked by a small square. A reflexive g-inverse of A0 is represented by both a 
circle and a square~ Only one such reflexive g-inverse Go of A0 is presently under 
study. Recall that we have confined our attention for the present o a single 
equivalence class of g-inverses of A0, namely Eq(G0[A0) 
x~ = X~AOXl ~ X~ = X~AoX~AoX~ 
=~ AoXIAo = AoXIAoXIAoXIAo :=> X~ E { (AoXIAo)- }. 
Further p(AoXiA0) ~< p(XI) .  This shows )(i in view of its being a inner inverse of
AoXIAo cannot have a rank lower than AoXIAo. We observe that 
p(X,)  = p(Go) - 1 = p(Ao) - 1 = p(AoXmAo) 
and that 
xl e {(A0XlA0);}. 
For consistency with the notation (G0,A0) used for the initial reference pair 
we denote X1 by G_l and AoXIAo by A-t. Further probing downwards will 
eventually lead to a decreasing sequence of outer inverses X~, i = 1,... ( r -  1), 
p(X~) = r - i. We redesignate X,.by G-i and AoX,.Ao by A_i. We have thus built 
part of a ladder which can be used for coming down from the initial base line 
and of course for movement bothways between the initial and the final base 
lines. Beyond the final base line there are no more nonnull outer inverses. 
When the probes below the base line arc completed and Fig. 1 (a) extended 
accordingly we are automatically ed to Fig. l(b) which we prefer to call the 
S-diagram. The required apologies for taking this liberty are put forth in the 
next section. 
Looking at Fig. l(b) the following query came up in the author's mind. 
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The definition of the equivalence relation ensures that the different equiva- 
lence classes are nonoverlapping. We now ask the following question: given a 
pair of equivalence classes, is it possible for some member of one to dominate a 
member of the other? This is a tricky question and unless properly formulated 
it is even possible to argue wrongly that such a thing is not possible. Consider 
the following example. 
Example 1. A0 = diag(1, 1,0), G0(l) = diag(1, 1,0) and 
Go(z) = 1 . 
1 
The matrix G= diag(1, 1,1) E Eq(G0(lllA0). Naturally 
though G0(2) <-  G. 
G • Eq(Go(2)IAo) 
Most individuals hare the experience that going up on a ladder or even a 
staircase is more strenuous than coming down. For coming down, the ladder 
resembles the snake more than the ladder in the snake-ladder game. Once one 
is near the mouth of the snake, he or she is carried almost painlessly to the 
point from where the strenuous ascent had begun. We are referring to the 
computations involved in both cases. 
The design of the ladder is highly flexible with respect o the reference pair 
which can be freely shifted up or down without disturbing the special features. 
The reference pair should receive the indexer number 0 and rest indexed ac- 
cordingly as in Fig. 2. 
The ladder choice is not unique but, choose what we may the corre- 
sponding sequence of equivalence classes is telescopic in nature in the sense 
that 
Eq(G~+I[A~+,) C Eq(G, IA,), i=  1,2, . . . ,n.  '(1.22) 
This can be seen as follows. Let G E Eq(Gi+llAi+~). Then by Lemma 1.3 
G=Gi+j  +( I -G i+ lA i+ j )U i+ j (1 -A i+ jG,+ l ) ,  for some Ui+j. However, by 
choice 
Gi <-  Gi+I, Ai " ( -  Ai+l. 
Hence Gi+l = Gi + (I - GiAi)Oi(I -A iG i )  for some U,. Further 
(1  - A,+l Gi+I)Ai+1 = O, A~+l (I -- G~+1A~+I) = 0 imply, respectively (1 - A~+I 
G~+I)A~ = O, Ai( I  - G~+1Ai+~) = 0 i.e. (1 -A~+,G~+~) = R~(I -A~G~), (1 - Gi+l 
A,+t ) = (I - GiA~)Li. Combining observations we get 
G = G~ + (I - G~A,)[I]~ + L,~.+,Ril(I -A~G) ,  
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G1 G(n.r)G0 ~ ~ A(n.r) 
:.,//Z 
ZI" 
Fig. 2. The ladder. 
which shows G E Eq(GIIA,.) Before we conclude the section we would like to 
present a fully worked out example for constructing the S-diagram in a specific 
case. Consider the matrix 
A0 = 1 
0 
defined on GF(2). The corresponding S-diagram features in Fig. l(c). 
Total number of distinct matrices of order 3 × 3 is 2 9 ---- 512. The matrix A0 
we have chosen is of rank 2. Using Theorem 2.4.1 (b) [1] it is seen that there are 
32 possible choices of an inner inverse of A0 distributed among those of rank 2 
(the reflexive g-inverses of A0) and those of rank 3. The general solution for an 
inner inverse of A0 is given by 
1 + v2 /32 /32 , 
03 v3 1 + v3 
(1.23) 
where each of ul, u2, u3,/31,/32,133 is either 0 or 1, the only choices permissible 
in GF(2). Since u~,u2,u3 are arbitrary otherwise, the first row of this matrix 
(1.23) could be replaced by ul,u2, u3 thus leading to a simpler expression for 
the general solution to A o. Arranging these matrices in the lexicographical 
order for ul,u2, u3, /32, /33, we have the following listing of the 32 possible 
choices of Aft. Those with an , are the reflexive g-inverses, the rest are of 
rank 3. 
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We shall now evaluate the outer inverses of  A0. Since the matrix A0 is of rank 
2 the outer inverses of  A0 are either of rank 1 or of  rank 2. The rank 2 outer 
inverses of A0 are the same as the reflexive g-inverses of  A0. These were already 
accounted for in Table 1 and indicated by an *. We therefore need to evaluate 
only the outer inverses of  rank 1. 
The outer inverses of Ao of rank 1 each are listed in Table 2. 
They were obtained using a rank factorization of  a reflexive inverse. Thus let 
Go = L × R be a rank factorization of reflexive g-inverse Go of A0 where L and 
R are, respectively, matrices of order 3 x 2 and 2 × 3. From the given 
Table 1 
The 32 inner inverses of Ao 
(!oi) (!oi) (!oy) (io!) (1)* 0 (2)* 0 (3)" 1 (4)* 1 
0 1 0 1 
(Z°i) (7°i) (i °') (i°i) (5)* 0 (6) 0 (7)* 1 1 (8) 1 0 1 0 1 1 
(!'i) (Y'i) (i'i) (!l i) (9) 0 (10)* 0 (11)* 1 (12) 1 0 1 0 1 
(!'i) (!'i) (i'i) (i'i) (13) 0 (14) 0 (15)* 1 (16)* 1 0 1 0 1 
(i°!) (i°!) (i °°) (!°Z) (17)* 0 (18)" 0 (19) 1 1 (20) 1 0 1 0 1 1 
(!°i) (i°i) (i°i) (!°i) (21)* 0 (22) 0 (23) 1 (24)* 1 0 1 0 1 
(i'i) ("i) (i'i) (i'i) (25) 0 (26)* 1 0 (27) 1 (28)* 1 0 1 1 0 1 
(!l i) ("i) (i'i) (i'i) (29) 0 (30) 1 0 (31) 1 (32) 1 0 1 1 0 I 
The 32 inner inverses can be classified into 16 equivalence classes. They are as follows: 
{1",29}, {2",30}, {3",31), (4",32}, {5",25}, {6,26"}, (7",27}, {8,28"}, {9,21"}, {10",22}, 
{11",23}, {12,24"}, {13,17"}, {14,18"}, { 5 ,19}, {16",20}. 
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factorization as shown above, the other possible choices are (LN)(N-~R). Here 
N denotes an arbitrary nonsingular matrix of order 2 × 2. There are however 
only six possible choices of a nonsingular matrix of order 2 x 2 defined on 
GF(2). 
These six nonsingular matrices and their inverses are as follows: 
(; ~)-'=(~ ), (°l lo)-'=(~ ), 
1 1 ' 1 0 1 ' 
- 1 ,~-1 1 (ll 01)1=(  ll 0l)' (10 l )  =(10 1) 
From each of these six different rank factorizations we pick out the matrix of 
order 3 x 1 formed by the first column of the left factor, and the matrix of 
order 1 x 3 formed by the first row of the right factor. The product of these two 
matrices is one choice of an outer inverse of A0. There are thus six outer in- 
Table 2 
The 24 outer inverses of A0 
(!0!) (i0!) (i0i) (io!) (~) o (/~) o (~) o (6) o 
0 0 0 0 
(!o!) (!oy) (ioi) (ioi) (~) o (0 o (,0 o (o)  
0 0 1 1 
(yo!) (!oi) (ioy) :ooi) (0 1 (x) 1 (2) 1 (p) 0 1 
i 0 l , \00  
(!oi) (ioi) (ioi) (!Ol) (v) 0 (~) 0 (o) 0 (n) 0 1 
0 0 0 0 I 
(i l i) (i 'I) (i°i) (i~i) (p) 0 (a) 1 1 (r) 0 (u) 0 1 1 1 0 1 
(i'i) (!l i) (11!) (i o i) (~b) 1 O0 1 (0)   (co) 0 
0 0 1 1 0 
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Table 3 
The 16 reflexive g-inverses of Ao and the six outer inverses that each dominate (the outer inverses 
are represented by Greek letters) 
1 (ct /~y6~0 5 (~tev~on) 15 (/~nTraq~Z) 21 (7~oT~o)  
2 (at,,,q0~x) 7 (x#¢npa)  16 (60Za~o)  24 ( l~ .oozm)  
3 ( /~r /x2#)  10 (T lpr~q~) 17 ( f l6vnrco)  26 (ctxvpo~O) 
4 (6e0 i2 /a )  11 (~2~p~b;0 18 (~/0vT~b~k) 28 (c#otro~b) 
verses of rank 1 each dominated by a chosen reflexive g-inverse of A0. These are 
listed in Table 3. 
The layout in Table 3 resembles that of a binary equireplicate incomplete 
block design. However the design does not correspond to any other standard 
design in statistical literature. It is interesting to speculate if it has some pattern 
not yet discovered which will find for this layout a place in coding theory or in 
some other area of application. 
2. Why call it S-diagram? 
Elsewhere in this paper we have speculated over the possibility of viewing as 
a single plant, a single equivalence class of g-inverses of a matrix A0, dia- 
grammatically presented in the manner we suggest. We elaborate this point 
further in this section. We begin with a lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. Let G E Eq(G01A0). Then there exists a ladder resembling the one 
described in Fig. 2 for moving upwards from the reference pair to G. 
Proof. Assured by the condition G E Eq(G01A0) let us write 
a = a0 + (I - 60A0)U(~ -ao6o) .  
Let p[(1 - GoAo)U(I -AoG0)] = s. Let us further express this matrix as the sum 
of s matrices Ki, i=  1,2,. . .  ,s of rank 1 each, making use of a rank factor- 
i ization in this process. Put Gi = Go + Y~.t Kj, i = 1,2,. . .  ,s. 
(I - GoAo)U(I - AoGo)Ao = O, Ao(l - GoAo)U(I - AoGo) = 0 
[KI ~ K2 0 . " G Ks]Ao --~ O, Ao[KI O K2 0 . . . O Ks] =0 
"¢=:¢ KiAo =O, AoKi=O, i=  1 ,2 , . . . , s  
i i 
ZKjAo=O,  AoZKj=0,  i=  1 ,2 , . . . , s  
1 1 
GiE{(Ao)-},  p (G i )=r+i ,  i= l ,2 , . . . , s .  
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Following Theorem 1.1 we now compute 
A, = A0 + (I -AoG0)(K );(1 - GoA0) 
and from G2, G1 and A1 recursively obtain 
A2 = A1 -~- ( I  - A1GI ) (K2) ;  (I - GiA1).  
Further epetition of this procedure will successively lead to A3,A4,... ,A~. 
Clearly 
G E Eq(Gs_,lAs_,) C Eq(Go[Ao). 
Let (9 denote the collection of all equivalence lasses Eq((~IA ) of inner inverses 
of Ao such that 
(~ E Eq(GolAo), 0 ~ Go, (2.1) 
where i] E {((~)r-} N Eq(AolGo). Then 
Eq(G0lA0) = (_J Eq(0IA ) tg {Go} (2.2) 
(9 
Similarly let 
f2) = {G: G ~ {Ao}, p(G) = r + 1} N Eq(G0[A0). (2.3) 
Let 6)i denote the collection of all equivalence classes Eq(0[A) of inner in- 
verses of A0 such that 
0 C Eq(OllA1), C~GI  
for some pair (G~,A~) where this pair is computed as in the proof of Lemma 
2.1, but arbitrary otherwise. Then 
U Eq(0lJ) = [..J Eq(GIIA,) U 1~,. (2.4) 
o ot 
Note that G) is the unique reflexive g-inverse OfAl in the equivalence lass Eq 
(G1 [A1). Thus exclusion of GI from the choice of 0 forces G to be rank r + 2 or 
higher. Hence the result (2.4). 
We have so far been obsessed with the visible part of the plant, he part on 
the top soil and that above it. We have scarcely dealt with the outer inverses 
which lie below the top soil, dominated by the reflexive g-inverses. The outer 
inverses can be construed to be located on the roots of the plant. Are all the 
outer inverses covered? The answer is in the affirmative as the following the- 
orem shows. This theorem was stated in Ref. [5]. We take this opportunity to 
correct an error in the earlier proof. 
Theorem 2.1. Let X be an outer inverse of  Ao. Then there exists a choice of (Ao)r 
such that 
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Go 
X (=Gr) ~ 
Fig. 3. 
x <- (Ao);. 
A general solution to a reflexive g-inverse o f  do dominating X is given by 
X + (I - XAo) [(Ao - AoXAo)~](I - AoX), (2.5) 
where (Ao - AoXAo); is an arbitrary reflexive g-inverse o f  Ao - doXAo. 
Proof. The problem is best formulated in terms of the ladder. Refer to Fig. 3 in 
this connection. 
Given X(= G_s),AoXAo(= A_,) and Ao, to find Go. Clearly Go is of the form 
Go = X + (I - XAo)U( I  - AoX), 
where the matrix U has to be fixed so that Go E {(A0)~-} or alternatively to 
satisfy the pair of equations 
doGoAo = Ao[X + (I - XAo)U( I  - AoX)]do = Ao (2.6) 
aoAoao = Ix + (I - XAo)U( I  - AoX)]Ao[X + (I - XAo)U( I  - AoX)] 
= Go = X + (I - XAo)U( I  - doX).  (2.7) 
From Eq. (2.6) we get 
(Ao - AoXAo)U(Ao  - AoXAo)  = Ao - AoXAo 
~.  u ~ {(Ao -AoXAo)-}. (2.8) 
At the same time the LHS of Eq. (2.7) simplifies to 
XAoX + (I - XoA)U( I  - AoX)AoAoAo(I  - XoA)U( I  - AoX) 
= XAoX + (I - XoA)U(Ao - AoXA)Ao(Ao - AoXAo)U(I  - AoX). 
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Since XAoX = X and A0 = AoXA0 • (A0 - AoXA0) which in turn implies 
Ao {(Ao - AoXAo)- } 
the LHS of Eq. (2.7) further simplifies to 
X + (I - XoAo)U(Ao - AoXAo)U( I  - AoX) .  
According to Eq. (2.7) this has to equal 
X + (I - XAo)U( I  - AoX)  = Go. 
Noting that U E {(A0 -AoXA0)-} 
U(Ao -AoXAo)U {(Ao - AoXAo) } 
it is seen that a general solution to Go is 
X+ (I - XAo)(Ao - AoXA0)i(I - AoX). [] 
It should be observed that we are not claiming that Go has a unique solution 
nor are we claiming that a general solution to U is an arbitrary reflexive g- 
inverse of (A0 -AoXAo). The following example will dispel any such wrong 
notion we may have nurtured. See Ref. [6] in this connection. 
Example 2. Consider the following diagonal matrices 
X = diag(1,0, 0), A0 = diag(1, 1,0). 
Here AoXAo = diag(1, 0, 0), Ao - AoXA0 = diag(0, 1,0)I-XAo = I -AoX 
= diag(0, 1, 1). Let us choose diag(0, 1, 0) in {(Ao - AoXA0);) which leads to 
the following solution for Go given by Go = diag(1, 1,0) while the choice 
for (Ao -AoXAo)~- leads to ( oo) 
Go= 1 0 . 
1 0 
The nonuniqueness in the choice of (A0); obeying Theorem 2.1 is a pointer 
to an interesting characteristic of our plantation. Thus even though the visible 
part of the structure xhibits the orderliness of a plantation, with the different 
equivalence classes corresponding to distinct reflexive g-inverses appearing as 
distinct plants, those obeying Theorem 2~ 1 would have a common outer inverse 
X on their roots. The roots are thus connected. The author is informed [7] that 
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Table 4 
Inner and outer inverses and equivalence 
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Inverse Definition Equivalence 3(1 ~ )(2 if 
Inner inverse (A-) AXA = A Xi AX1 = X2AX2 
Outer inverse (A =) XAX = X AXtA = AX2A [8] 
this situation is commonly met in a strawberry plantation. This is the best 
defence that the author could offer in the choice of the title "S-diagram". 
3. The equivalence classes of inner and outer inverses are linked 
Let us recall the following known results. A E ~m×, is a given matrix. If 
X E {A=}, A = AXA ® (A-  AXA). AXA is thus according to Goller [9] a rank 
decomposition matrix of A. Prasad [10] introduces rank summands of rank 1 
which are indeed rank decomposition matrices, but studied in a specific 
context. For a matrix of rank r, the rank summand of rank 1 are rank 
decomposition matrices which add up to A. Imitating Gram-Schmidt or- 
thogonalization procedure, he provides a computational procedure for com- 
puting a set of r rank summands from chosen bases for row and column spans 
of A. This sequential procedure called bi-orthogonalization process is then 
used to compute a shorted matrix not necessarily unique. 
Each equivalence class of outer inverses thus corresponds to an unique rank 
decomposition matrix. If Da is a rank decomposition matrix of A the corre- 
sponding equivalence class of outer inverses is given by 
{A-DaA-, A- arbitrary}. 
Since a rank decomposition matrix of A is dominated by A under minus partial 
order, D~ is of the form AKA for some matrix K. This shows 
A-DaA- = A~D~A 7 where A r = A-AA-.  This reduction through the reflexive g- 
inverses will remind the statisticians of data reduction induced by sufficient 
statistics in the relevant context. 
Table 4 exhibits a lot of symmetry as the results for one (inner/outer inverse) 
can be obtained from the other simply by interchanging the role of matrices A
and X. In fact the connection goes much deeper as the following theorem 
shows. Let D~ be a given rank decomposition matrix of A. 
Theorem 2.2. (A-)ID~(A-)I and (A-)2D~(A-)2 represent the same outer inverse 
if  and only if  (A-)I and (A-)2 as g-inverses of D~ belong to same equivalence 
class. 
Proof. Since A = Da • (A - Da) we have A- E {D a }. The proof of Theorem 2.2 
is fairly straightforward. We omit the proof. [] 
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